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For those of us who have had to go through the difficult experience of such a harsh disease 

of a loved one such as cancer, its mere mention or reference generates complex feelings and 

reactions, especially when the feeling of emptiness emerges when remembering those who 

after strong fights departed to another dimension, from which I have no doubt they guide 

and protect us. 

 

Here you are surely wondering, what does cancer have to do with money and Bitcoin as its 

cure? Allow me to explain: 

 

It turns out that in those difficult moments during which one tries to understand something 

about this terrible disease to give oneself strength and somehow assimilate the treatments 

that the patient undergoes, whether one reads ten or a million publications, the most basic 

explanation of what cancer is, it is always the same, the disordered and uncontrolled 

multiplication of cells in our body breaking the balance that must exist among them, 

deteriorating our system until, in the most serious cases, if the appropriate treatments 

eliminating the cells affected are not applied, it ends up vanishing
2
. 

 

Once, I was explaining to a group of people interested in how Bitcoin appeared as a 

consequence of the 2008 financial crisis given the complexity for those who are unaware of 

the functioning of the banking system, fractional reserves, the creation of "bank money", or 

"internal money" as the laureates of the Nobel Prize in Economics refer to
3
, or how the 

Federal Reserve in the USA or the Central Banks create or "print" money and insert it into 

the system, it occurred to me to refer metaphorically to the case of cancer and its 

relationship with money, and how its disordered, uncontrolled multiplication and loss of 

balance could result in "sick money" 

 

Just as our body is made up of multiple organs and systems, and these, in turn, are made up 

of billions of cells, there are also billions of monetary units that make up the financial and 

banking systems, which work according to the monetary policies of the issuing entities of 

the States, understood as the circulation of money created by the central banks, which 
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includes the aforementioned Federal Reserve, that is, "external" money, as well as "internal 

money". or "banking money", which are the result of the corresponding loans and deposits 

that occur at the level of general banking. 

 

Continuing with the cancer metaphor, it will not be difficult for us to understand how an 

exaggerated, disorderly, and uncontrolled increase of money in a system in which there is 

no balance between money creation and economic activities can generate adverse effects 

ranging from the most predictable and less serious such as inflation to the most important 

such as the collapse of banking institutions, taking with it and depleting the assets of 

millions of people, a situation that, as also occurs with the disease, does not discriminate in 

affecting strong economies as well as those of poor countries, but in the latter, its effects are 

much more devastating because they lack other resources that make the panorama less 

burdensome. 

 

That is also, as in the case of cancer, although appropriate treatments are of great 

importance, once detected and the sooner it occurs the better, but just as or even more 

important it is its prevention, which commits us to have full knowledge about carcinogenic 

products, all in order to avoid them and reduce risks, minimizing all related practices, as 

happened with the use of asbestos that after verifying its danger, its use has been 

prohibited. 

 

Regarding the banking systems and the necessary health of the money that is in it, as well 

as with asbestos, there are indeed elements that can facilitate this uncontrolled and 

disorderly undue multiplication, and which is none other than the particular practice of 

banking through fractional reserves characterized by the "multiplication" of money 

resulting from the cyclical relationship between deposits and loans beyond simple bank 

intermediation and the risk involved in the massive withdrawal of deposits that are 

supposed to be on demand available for their withdrawal. 

 

Diagnosis and treatment in the Bitcoin white paper. 

 

We can talk a lot about the Bitcoin phenomenon, but let's only stick with what concerns, 

the prevention of the very harmful disorderly multiplication of money, and it is that of the 

many interesting aspects contained, it is those no more than 9 pages of the white paper
4
, the 

one that stands out the most for being an essential element of Bitcoin is one that had not 

been resolved before, the "double-spending", such an important issue, that throughout the 

paper, from the beginning in the summary, introduction, development and conclusions, it 
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stands out as the one that truly constitutes the main of all the elements that make up this 

global phenomenon
5
. 

 

The white paper does not refer at all to the exchange value, volatility, or expectations of 

Bitcoin, nor to exchanges, neither crypto mining farms, what is more, it doesn't even 

mention that it will only be 21 million Bitcoins
6
,, none of that, as far as the paper insists 

over and over again is solving the "double-spending" problem, and doing it, regardless of 

any trusted third party, in a nutshell, bitcoin's main proposal is nothing other than 

preventing disorderly and uncontrolled multiplication from occurring under any 

circumstances, not only preventing the possibility of this "double spending" for usable 

purposes but also in its emission and the generation of a tumor that damages the system. 

This is the possibility of issuing an infinite amount of money. 

 

Taking that same diagnosis and treatment to the level of banking systems supported by 

fractional reserves and the possibility of internal money creation in addition to the 

possibility that central banks can create infinite amounts of money, it is not surprising that 

so much has been generated sick money, since it is risky, is carcinogenic, would be in that 

possibility of multiplying money, that is, that internal or bank money can be created and 

used and that only a minimum reserve is maintained. 

 

What has been said in no way should be understood that the creation and practice of 

banking is or has been harmful because the creation of this internal money is possible, on 

the contrary, humanity could never have progressed as it did without the creation and 

existence of banking as a social and economic institution that ultimately constitutes a more 

evolved stage of money itself, but we must be aware that, just as in multiple areas of human 

knowledge, current technologies have helped prevent ailments and diseases, one cannot 

help thinking that maybe it is time to think about new forms of money, "intelligent money", 

resistant to disorderly and uncontrolled multiplication, in a system in which the fractional 

reserve system may not be convenient, a topic that we can leave for another time. 

 

"CBDCs", are potentially a new and worse type of cancer. 

 

After the genesis block of Bitcoin in January 2009, which is one of the most exciting 

phenomena of humanity, a new dimension of the idea of decentralized money began. It was 
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not difficult to foresee the great resistance that traditional financial actors would make, both 

private economic actors and public institutions, mainly the States and their different 

authorities that through multiple measures such as those of assimilation to treatment as 

bonds or shares, commodities or even its absolute prohibition have tried to control the 

phenomenon. 

 

One of the aspects that have attracted attention is that given the reality that the system of 

cryptographic digital assets is indeed viable and safe, it has recently been seen that now the 

States themselves are seeking the development of digital money based on similar 

technology to that of bitcoin and other digital assets, but not with the same purpose of being 

an alternative to State money, but with other intentions, some of them with consequences 

not very respectful of fundamental rights that States as the first potential violators must 

respect, which could face a new risk of a new and worse cancer of money, the CBDCs. 

 

The Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDC) have been the response by States to the 

phenomenon of cryptocurrencies in general and Bitcoin in particular, from those considered 

democratic, such as the United States and European countries, to those despotic such as 

China and others, but on the contrary to what Bitcoin philosophy promote, the CBDC does 

not share or promote its essential aspects such as limited emission and preventing the undue 

and uncontrolled multiplication of money, that is, preventing the cancer of money.
7
 

 

And what systems and organs can be affected by this new kind of money cancer? 

 

Many concerns and opinions have been generated at the insistence of official sectors of 

interest in the creation and implementation of this official digital money and among them 

are those closest sectors, the banking system itself, and even the International Monetary 

Fund has deployed a great dissemination campaign on this very important phenomenon
8
. 

Yes, since the issuer of money itself has the possibility of controlling and directing digital 

money directly to the "citizens", banks, as we know them today, would not be absolutely 

necessary, being their existence absolutely unjustified, occurring, just as with cancer, that 

being a system close to where the health condition of the money is verified, its integrity and 

even its existence are compromised. 
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What would the banking sector have thought about digital states' digital money being more 

dangerous than Bitcoin itself? 

 

It is important to observe how in one of the interesting investigations carried out by the 

VISA Cryptocurrency and CBDC research area, highlighted in a recent report that in 

preliminary studies on digital currencies shows thar in Argentina, Germany, Spain and the 

United States, they valued in a special way of these currencies its security, universal access, 

speed of transactions and “anonymity”
9
. 

 

Another aspect to analyze of this digital money, that carries the germ capable of 

contaminating and generating metastasis, is that it has no limitation to multiply itself, on 

the contrary, it is promoted and favors the growth of sick money with the consequences that 

we already know, such as inflation. 

 

And finally, but even more dangerous, this official digital money can be more lethal, since 

it can be programmable and traceable, it has the potential to invade and violate even the 

most intimate and private aspects of the citizens’ lives, knowing what we do, when, how 

and with whom. Limiting where, how, and when to earn or spend money, something that 

only resembles the most absolute idea of slavery, being for this reason that important 

freedom activists from their spaces commit their efforts to prevent the public powers of the 

states, of any state, from affecting the fundamental rights of citizens by issuing currency. 

 

An interesting fact to analyze is that the Senator from the state of Texas in the United 

States, Ted Cruz proposed a Bill to forbid the Federal Reserve any possibility of issuing 

digital money that can be directly addressed to citizens
10

. 

 

Without a doubt, we can conclude that currently in the Digital Transformation era, we are 

going through interesting moments that force us to rethink many economic, social, legal, 

and political institutions besides many other fields. Moreover, we must bear in mind that 

we must do so considering the health of the institutions themselves and the systems they 
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make up, avoiding at all times elements that far from generating disease, pressure and 

slavery, bring us freedom and prosperity. 


